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Dear Covenant Classical School community,

Covenant was founded with a mission of providing our students and families with the life-

shaping value of classical and Christian schooling in a community of grace.  Day in and day

out, our dedicated faculty and staff are motivated by a vision of seeing our students

discover the joy of learning and grace of Jesus Christ.   

We are very proud of the way our faculty delivered live classes during online learning this

past spring, and we continue to hear expressions of gratitude from parents for the new

content their children learned.  However, the fulfillment of our mission and vision is best

accomplished in our classrooms.  

For this reason, we told our community from the start of the pandemic that we will return

our beloved students back to our classrooms as soon as it is prudent to do so.  We will

welcome students back to our classrooms for in-class instruction five days a week on

August 25.  

While I find myself longing for a return to “normal” life, a return to true normalcy is

simply not possible for the foreseeable future.  The task we face in moving forward

together is to re-imagine a new normal that best ensures the health and safety of our

students, our teachers, our families, and our extended community. 

This plan is a major step toward how we re-imagine this new normal for the start of

school.  It represents the work of our Health and Safety Task Force that has been

researching best practices and meeting weekly since early May.  We have benefitted from

helpful suggestions from many of you for which we are grateful.  

Our plan is only as good as our collective commitment to cooperate with all aspects of this

plan.  We ask all those in our community to join us in envisioning this new normal and to

give their best to support the health and safety of our community and the fulfillment of

our mission to our students.  

We truly cannot wait to see your children again soon! 

Love to you all in Christ,

Tom Stoner, 

Ed.D.Head of School

F R O M  T H E  H E A D  O F  S C H O O L
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Covenant Classical School will provide all enrolled students in kindergarten

through grade 8 with on-campus instruction five days a week for the 2020-2021

school year (as long as the state is able to remain in Phase 4 or Phase 5 of the

Restore Illinois plan). 

We anticipate our class sizes to range from 8-15 students, with space in each grade

limited by physical space needed to socially distance at all times.  In keeping with

the expectations of local authorities and public health agencies, students will be

required to wear face masks at school, but we will intentionally limit the length of

time students spend in masks each day through scheduled breaks to get fresh air

outdoors throughout the day.  We will provide daily live, core synchronous classes

at each grade level using Microsoft Teams, which will be required for all students

who must be home due to illness or quarantine, yet are well enough to attend.  

The school will implement the best practices and recommendations for health

screening and sanitation using temperature checks, handwashing, and required

quarantine following COVID exposure.  We will also increase our cleaning of high

traffic areas and frequently touched surfaces through the school day, and use an

electrostatic sprayer on all hard surfaces with a safe and effective virus-killing agent

after school.  

With confidence in God’s promised help, we will continue to manage these

challenging days with grace and flexibility, in partnership with school parents,

while taking responsibility for the care of our students’ souls and their progress

through our distinctive classical and Christian educational program.

*As of July 30, 2020.  Covenant Classical School's reopening plan will be updated

consistently and approved by the Board of Trustees as new recommendations and

guidelines are presented from local authorities and public health officials.  Please

continue to monitor our website and your email inbox for any updates to the plan.

C O V E N A N T C L A S S I C A L S C H O O L . O R G / C O V I D



As we move toward reopening in the fall, we all have an opportunity to care

for one another in new ways. This care will take the form of open

communication, willingness to stay home for the sake of others, and caring

for our own health with good hygiene practices both in and outside of

school. We will seek to care for our entire community by enhancing our

cleaning and disinfecting protocols, expanding our sick policies and

procedures, and staying connected during times of absence. 

One of the ways that we will seek to care for our community is through

health screening.  We ask each member of our community to be mindful of

their health and to act out of care for those among us who may be especially

vulnerable or may live with someone who is especially vulnerable.  We’re

asking all members of our community to stay home if they are experiencing

any COVID-19 symptoms, even if they seem minor. 

To provide greater clarity for all members of our community, we’ve

expanded and elaborated upon our existing illness policies, especially

regarding COVID-19 symptoms.  The adjustments have been primarily made

to the amount of isolation time required before returning to school and the

expansion of the sick policy to all members of the household, not just the

person with symptoms. 

We are also enhancing our cleaning 

and hygiene procedures by increasing 

the thoroughness and frequency with 

which we clean and disinfect our 

facility.  Students and employees will 

also be required to practice good 

hygiene, with increased frequency

of handwashing and access to hand 

sanitizer in classrooms, hallways, and 

other high traffic areas.

R E O P E N I N G  P L A N
Planning for a Joy-Filled Return to the Classrooms

Care will take the form 
of open communication, 

a willingness to stay 
home for the sake of

others, and caring for 
our own health with 

good hygiene practices.
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Yes, they will.  Students will be required to wear face masks when they are inside the

school building, with the exception of lunch.  We have arranged scheduled breaks

for students to go outside for fresh air and a break from their masks.  This will

ensure that students will typically not wear masks for more than 90 minutes at a

stretch. 

As I have indicated in previous correspondence, the question of students wearing

masks is by far the most frequently asked and the one about which people have the

most concerns.  For this reason I want to provide a brief rationale for policy

decisions.  We recognize that the data surrounding the study of COVID-19 is all

recent, limited, and frequently changing.  During the early months of the shutdown

there was some question about the effectiveness of wearing face coverings.

However, with the benefit of at least four months of intense study, federal and state

public health officials now know that COVID-19 is spread primarily through

respiratory droplets and that placing a barrier over one’s nose and mouth is

believed to be one of few effective measures for reducing the risk of spreading the

virus to others.  

For this reason, on June 23, 2020, Governor Pritzker’s office issued comprehensive

guidance titled “Starting the 2020-2021 School Year.”  This 60-page document is the

joint work of the Illinois State Board of Education and the Illinois Department of

Public Health.  Their guidance is clear that all persons--including faculty, staff, and

students--in public and private schools must wear masks when inside the school

building at all times.

FACE
COVERINGS

WILL COVENANT’S STUDENTS BE REQUIRED TO WEAR FACE

COVERINGS AT SCHOOL?

Face coverings will be worn by

students, staff, faculty, and visitors

when inside the school building.
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Breaks from face
coverings will be

provided outdoors
throughout the

school day.



This is an important legal, and perhaps even constitutional, question.  We have

even seen a legal brief written on behalf of a Christian school in Illinois that pushes

back on the state’s authority to require face masks in private schools and concludes

that their particular private school will make the wearing of masks optional.   

At Covenant, however, we believe the federal and state agencies are working to

manage a very complex and difficult public health crisis, and their efforts are not

made easier by individuals or organizations that refuse to comply with public

health recommendations regardless of the basis for such refusal.  We are also

concerned about modeling for our students a message that we do not need to

comply with authorities when we disagree with their actions or find them to be a

burden.  

While there are few things as divisive as political ideas about the best approach to

govern, we all need and benefit from the government’s effort to keep peace and

regulate daily life through the rule of law.  The apostle Paul makes this truth clear

in his letter to the Romans in chapter 13.

DO THE GOVERNOR’S OFFICE AND THESE STATE AGENCIES HAVE

JURISDICTION OVER SUCH MATTERS?
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The final reason that we will choose to comply with the state guidelines for wearing

masks throughout the school day is the fact that wearing a mask is considerate to

others.  When I wear a mask, I am reducing the risk that I will transmit the virus to

others.  This concern for others is consistent with Jesus’ commands to love our

neighbors as ourselves (Matthew 22, Mark 10, Luke 12).

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO “LOVE OUR NEIGHBOR?”

CARE FOR YOUR NEIGHBOR.
W e ' r e  i n  t h i s  t o g e t h e r !



Our focus will be on how we can help make the wearing of face masks at school as

bearable as possible in the following ways.  

Face masks are only required indoors, so we will ensure that our students get

frequent breaks outdoors.  We are in the process of securing outdoor tents that will

enable us to take students outside even when it rains, and our teachers will build

additional short breaks into the schedule when our students are able to remove

their masks outside and enjoy fresh air.  

Please note:  the requirement to socially distance from others is required at all times,

indoors and outdoors.  

For example, a typical schedule for a student in kindergarten through grade 5 will

look similar to this:

Our Logic School students will follow a similar schedule, with scheduled breaks in

the morning, at lunch, and in the afternoon.

In addition to these scheduled breaks, the teachers will be encouraged to teach

physical education outdoors twice per week whenever possible, and all teachers will

be encouraged to take students outdoors for periods of instruction or simply for a

fresh-air break when they can.  In this way we will help students manage the

necessary burden of wearing face coverings at school during this extraordinary

time.

HOW WILL COVENANT HELP MAKE THE WEARING OF MASKS AT

SCHOOL MORE BEARABLE?
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8:15 AM    
9:40 AM    
11:40 AM   
1:30 PM    
3:00 PM   

School begins
Morning recess with time outdoors
Lunch in gym and recess outdoors
Afternoon fresh-air break
Dismissal

G R A M M A R  S C H O O L  S A M P L E  S C H E D U L E



It is very possible, perhaps even likely, that the expectations for students wearing

masks will change in the weeks and months ahead.  It’s simply impossible for us to

anticipate the ways in which they will change.  Some states are seeing a resurgence

of the virus requiring them to tighten restrictions.  If the numbers of people testing

positive for the virus in Illinois continues to stabilize or decrease, it is also possible

state and local authorities will loosen restrictions.  In the end, however, the

availability of a vaccine is what will enable society to be substantially restored to a

greater sense of normalcy.  We will pray that this restoration will come quickly.

We encourage parents and students to purchase masks that are as comfortable as

possible.  We welcome bright colors and fun patterns of all kinds and masks that

look as far from clinical as possible.  There is no need to match colors to our dress

code uniforms.  Branded griffin masks will be available for purchase this month.

The school will also be researching and purchasing masks for the teachers that may

allow students to see their facial expressions.  We do ask, however, that students

wear masks that were designed for the purpose of covering the nose and mouth,

that fit securely, and that use ear loops or are able to be tied.  By this we mean that

we do not want students to wear a bandana or similar face covering around their

faces at school. We would love to work together to share ideas within the Covenant

community about which types of masks are the most comfortable for students of all

ages.  We invite you to utilize the Covenant Community Facebook page to share

your ideas about mask brands that work well for children.

WHAT TYPES OF MASKS ARE REQUIRED?
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Some children are able to tolerate wearing a mask better than others.  For this

reason, we encourage parents to help prepare their children to wear masks at school

by beginning to wear them for periods of time before school begins.  The

guidelines from the state authorities allow for students to remove their mask

if/when it becomes distressing and when they are able to remain socially distant. 

The state guidelines recommend a doctor’s note in such cases.  We are more than

happy to seek a way to accommodate these special circumstances without

presenting a health risk to others.  We encourage parents to speak directly with

Miss Eekhoff with any questions.

WHAT IF MY CHILD IS UNABLE TO TOLERATE WEARING A MASK?

IS IT POSSIBLE THAT THE EXPECTATION FOR STUDENTS TO WEAR

MASKS AT SCHOOL WILL CHANGE?



We ask each member of the Covenant

community to communicate with

transparency about any COVID-19

symptoms (see list), promptly reporting

the reasons for any absences to the office.

As an additional precaution, we will

conduct daily temperature checks as staff

and students arrive.  If a person has any

of the following currently known

symptoms of COVID-19, they and their

family members will not be able to enter

the school building.

HEALTH
SCREENING

HEALTH SCREENING AT 

COVENANT CLASSICAL SCHOOL

We ask each member of the Covenant

community to communicate with

transparency about health concerns.
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COVID-19 SYMPTOMS
IN CHILDREN

Temperature of

100.4 degrees

Fahrenheit or higher 

Sore throat

New uncontrolled

cough that causes

difficulty breathing 

Diarrhea, vomiting,

or abdominal pain

New onset of severe

headache, especially

with a fever

A person with seasonal or chronic mild symptoms that present as questionable,

and who has a documented medical condition on file at school that accounts for

the symptom(s), may be permitted to enter the building at the discretion of the

school.  This will also be true for a person with a doctor’s note indicating that

the person is not COVID-19 positive.

The number of visitors permitted in the building will be limited, and all visitors

will receive a temperature check and be asked to sanitize their hands upon

arrival.  A drop box will be provided at the base of the main stairwell for parents

to drop off materials or lunches without having to enter the school’s space.



School Administration will contact IDPH with appropriate details.

Teachers, classmates, any siblings at the school, and students in the same carpool

will move to remote learning.will move to remote learning. 

School Administration will communicate with the community about further

plans, while maintaining confidentiality of the COVID-positive student or

employee.

If a student or employee develops any of the symptoms listed above during the

school day, that individual will be immediately asked to isolate in the designated

medical-care area.  For students, the front office will then communicate with the

student’s pick up contact and ask that the student be taken home immediately.  For

employees, the front office will coordinate with the administration about further

actions.

We ask school families to notify the school immediately if a student, family

member, person living in the home tests positive for Covid-19.  The following

actions will be taken if a student or employee has tested positive:

A class will be able to return to in-person instruction once approximately 60

percent of the class has been cleared to return to school, per the requirements of

our illness policy described in this plan.  All decisions regarding a switch to remote

learning and return to in-person instruction will be made at the discretion of the

administration, with the health and safety of our community as our utmost priority.

SUSPECTED CASE 
OF COVID-19 
WHAT HAPPENS IF THERE IS A SUSPECTED

OR CONFIRMED CASE OF COVID-19

WITHIN THE COVENANT COMMUNITY?
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During the School Day

In Response to a Confirmed Case

Returning to In-Person Instruction

Covenant is taking measures to best
minimize close contact* with other
students at school.  We believe that

asking classmates, siblings, and carpool
members of a student who tests
positive to quarantine will help

prevent the potential outbreak of the
illness at school that would require the

whole school to shift to e-learning.  

*The IDPH defines "close contact" as "the
individual was within 6 feet of the individual

with symptoms for more than 15 minutes".

Why will the whole class, siblings,

and carpool quarantine if one child

in the class tests positive?



As stated previously, any individual

presenting COVID symptoms will be

required to stay home from school.

Additionally, family members of

someone presenting symptoms should

also stay home.  It is strongly

recommended that any persons

exhibiting symptoms of COVID-19 be

tested for the virus.  As recommended

by the CDC, we will use the following

criteria to determine when a student

or employee may return to school.

ATTENDANCE
POLICIES

WHEN SHOULD MY CHILD STAY

HOME FROM SCHOOL?

Making health a priority.
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WHEN CAN MY CHILD
RETURN TO SCHOOL?

B A C K  T O
S C H O O L

Follow the flow chart on
the next page to
determine when your
child should return to the
classroom.

Until that time, be sure
to stay in close contact
with your child's teacher
and the school office.

We want to be of support
to your family during
this time.  Please let us
know how we can be a
help to you during
periods of necessary
extended absences.  

Please note that students
or staff who plan to
return after recovering
from COVID-19 must
call the school at least
one day in advance to
request permission to
return.



ASYMPTOMATIC

Tested
Negative

Has Had Close
Contact with

Someone who has
Tested Positive

Tested
Positive

Has Had Close
Contact with

Someone who Has
Tested Positive

SYMPTOMATIC
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WHEN CAN MY CHILD RETURN TO SCHOOL?

Tested
Positive

Has Had Close
Contact with Member

of Household Who
Has Symptoms

72 hours have elapsed from
resolution of fever without fever
reducing medication.
10 calendar days have passed since
symptoms appeared.
Respiratory symptoms have
improved.

Fever free for 24 hours without fever
reducing medicine

Has NOT Had Close
Contact with

Someone who has
Tested Positive

Fever free for 24 hours without fever
reducing medicine

Fever free for 72 hours without fever
reducing medicine
10 calendar days have passed since
symptoms first appeared.

10 calendar days have elapsed
without symptoms from the testing
date.

Remained at home for at least 
24 hours.

Self-quarantined for 14 days.

Still Have Questions?

PLEASE CONTACT

THE OFFICE AT

(630) 983-7500.



CLEANING, DISINFECTING,
AND HYGIENE
We are taking measures to increase the cleaning and disinfecting practices in our

facility in order to promote community health and comfort.
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Cleaning desks, shared tables, door knobs, phones, railings and bathroom fixtures

frequently throughout the day. 

Thoroughly disinfecting those surfacings with EPA-registered disinfectant and an

electrostatic sprayer on a nightly basis.

Promoting good hygiene practices with signage throughout the facility and intentional

teaching, as well as providing additional times for handwashing.

Washing hands is a vital step in preventing the spread of virus, and students will be

given intentional breaks throughout the day to do so. This will be the preferred method

of hygiene, though hand sanitizer will also be provided in each classroom and

throughout the hallways and may be used when needed.

Providing access to hand sanitizer in classrooms, throughout the hallway, and at facility

entrances.  Utilizing automatic water bottle filling stations instead of water fountains in

the school building. 

Providing the classrooms with fresh outside air whenever possible and purchasing high-

quality air purification equipment to place in each classroom.

We are taking measures to increase the cleaning and disinfecting practices in our

facility in order to promote community health and comfort. 

These measures include:

WHAT MEASURES WILL BE TAKEN TO PROMOTE CLEANLINESS 

IN THE SCHOOLING BUILDING?



Social distancing guidelines and enhanced attention to cleaning and hygiene

practices will certainly shift what life in our classrooms looks like this year.

However, we are grateful for the ways in which our small class sizes and

responsive community will allow us to implement these modifications

effectively and efficiently. 

Each modification has been considered carefully in order to ensure the

health and safety of our students while maintaining a joyful and warm

atmosphere in which to learn.  We are confident in our community’s

commitment to keeping one another safe, and we appreciate your flexibility

and help in implementing these new procedures. We ask for your

understanding in advance for our need to be vigilant to ensure that all

students and families comply with all school expectations.  You will have our

best to do so with grace and truth.   

Though the school day schedule remains largely unchanged, we have opted

to establish a staggered dismissal to accommodate greater social distancing,

with the Kindergarten-2nd grade students now being dismissed at 3:00 and

3-5th grade students now being dismissed at 3:10 PM. Additionally, all

students will now be dropped off each morning at Door 3 (on the east side of

the building) rather than Door 6.  New maps and drop-off guidelines will be

sent to you prior to the return to school.

I N  T H E  C L A S S R O O M
Providing Space and Extending Grace
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L E T ' S  L E A V E  S P A C E

a n d  E x t e n d  G r a c e !

6 FEET 6 FEET



Co-curricular activities will not begin immediately.

After School Care will be offered immediately, but on a more restricted basis

for those who must use it due to work schedules.

Field trips will be postponed until further notice.

Live chapel service may not begin for several weeks, and we will ask outside

guests including parents NOT to attend until further notice. 

Logic School House activities may be modified at the start to keep students

at each grade level separate.

Parents will not have the opportunity to volunteer in the classroom for the

foreseeable future. 

It will be helpful for all parents to understand that our goal is to return students to

the classrooms safely.  We will have a significant number of new procedures to

introduce to our students to help them establish new routines, beginning with drop

off and continuing throughout the school day.  For this reason, we will phase in

certain aspects of our program. 

For example:

All elements of our program will be modified to make accommodations according

to the goals and restrictions outlined in this plan.  For instance, our music, drama,

and P.E. teachers are working with Miss Eekhoff to modify their lesson planning to

accommodate the need to wear face coverings and the need for social distancing. 

 

All teachers will restrict the need to share supplies.  All of our efforts are focused

upon doing our best to avoid the need for the whole program to return to online

learning.

A PHASED
APPROACH
WILL COVENANT USE A PHASED APPROACH TO RETURN

STUDENTS TO THE CLASSROOM?
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New social distancing procedures will be implemented in all classrooms and

hallways. Students will be assigned to alternating coat hooks and lockers to provide

proper spacing. Additionally, all desks and students at tables will be properly and

safely distanced. For young students and those in classes such as music and drama

that utilize the floor for seating, special floor markings will ensure proper spacing. 

These floor markings will also be used to denote spacing for students lining up or

using the staircases. Teachers will establish movement patterns in the classroom

that promote social distancing and will train students in how to maintain this social

distance while moving from one space to another in the building as well.

SOCIAL
DISTANCING

6 
FEET

HOW WILL SOCIAL DISTANCING BE ENCOURAGED?

Classroom and school procedures

will be modified to promote social

distancing and personal hygiene.
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All Grammar School bathroom and handwashing breaks will be scheduled to avoid

overcrowding in the hallways. Students will be trained in proper handwashing

techniques and signs will be posted to remind them to practice good hygiene. Logic

School students will use the bathrooms individually or in limited numbers.

HOW WILL BATHROOM BREAKS BE HANDLED?

We will continue to eat lunch in the gym because the large space, high ceiling, and

improved air exchange from the HVAC are advantages over the classrooms.  The

number of students at each lunch table will be reduced to no more than three to

accommodate greater social distancing.  Students will wash hands prior to going to

lunch and sanitize hands between lunch and recess.  All tables and chairs will be

sanitized after each use.  It is our priority to allow students time outside as

frequently as possible. To accommodate this, Covenant will work together with the

church to set up large tents that will allow us to go outdoors for breaks and recesses

most days.  In the event of inclement weather, recess will be held in individual

classrooms.

WHICH LUNCH AND RECESS PROCEDURES WILL CHANGE?



For the time being, we will pause our practice of singing our Morning Lauds, opting

instead to simply listen to the hymn of the month in the classrooms to begin each

day.

WILL STUDENTS CONTINUE TO TAKE PART IN MORNING LAUDS?
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Our weekly chapel services provide a unique opportunity for the community to

worship together, and we will continue this practice in the coming year with some

modifications.  We will be holding two consecutive chapel services, one for students

in Kindergarten through grade 4 (8:15 AM) and a second for students in grades 5-8

(9:05 AM). 

Students will be spaced in a socially-distanced fashion throughout the sanctuary for

these services. For the time being we will refrain from singing together and search

for creative ways to incorporate times of worship through song.  Grammar School

students will discontinue the practice of gathering weekly to practice their songs

and recitations together, instead staying in their classrooms for this practice.  Logic

School students will maintain their weekly House gatherings, with modifications

made to activities that promote health and safety.

HOW WILL CHAPEL AND OTHER LARGE-GROUP GATHERINGS HAPPEN?

After School Care will remain available for students until 5:00 PM. We ask that

families be considerate of those whose schedules require this service and only

utilize the After School Care if strictly necessary.  This will allow us to implement

our social distancing practices more effectively and with greater ease.  The After

Care Program will maintain the same safe social distancing procedures that are

practiced throughout the day in the classrooms. 

Co-curricular classes will also be offered, with similar modifications as those made

to daily classes.  However, these classes will begin later in the calendar year than

normal to allow us the necessary time for training students and the community in

these procedures.  Students will remain socially distanced, use individual materials

that have been sanitized thoroughly, and be asked to wear their face masks while in

the building.  Please note that the number of students allowed to participate in each

activity may be limited to ensure this safety.

WILL THERE BE ANY CHANGES TO AFTER SCHOOL CARE OR 

CO-CURRICULAR CLASSES?



Arrival time will continue to be 7:50-8:10 AM for all students. 

To promote efficiency and avoid unnecessary movement through the church

lobby, students will now be dropped off at Door 3 (near the music room on the east

side of the building).  Doors will be propped open, and administration will be

present to conduct immediate temperature checks for all arriving students.

Unfortunately, we are unable to safely accommodate Walking Club at this time. 

Students will go directly to their classrooms, where teachers will supervise and

allow time for socialization before the school day begins.

ARRIVAL
& DISMISSAL

HOW WILL ARRIVAL

PROCEDURES BE MODIFIED?

New maps and detailed drop-off and

pick-up procedures will be provided

for the start of the school year.
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The schedule for student dismissal will be slightly staggered this year to

accommodate greater social distancing.  All students will continue to be picked up

from Door  1 (at the circle drive), however the schedule for this dismissal is now

listed above.

We ask that parents pick up students promptly and on time during these time

periods to allow for greatest efficiency.  Parents waiting to pick up a second child

may park in the lot until the designated time.

HOW WILL DISMISSAL

PROCEDURES BE MODIFIED?

DISMISSAL TIMES

3:00 PM

3:10 PM

3:20 PM

GRADES K-2

GRADES 3-5

GRADES 6-8



Students will not share common classroom materials such as pencils, scissors, and

markers.  We ask that parents label each of their student's supplies (using a child’s

initials is sufficient) in order to accommodate this.  Classroom materials that must

be shared, such as math manipulatives or science lab materials, will be kept in

individually marked bags for the duration of  the unit and sanitized thoroughly

before being returned to communal storage spaces.  Though many textile supplies

such as pillows will be removed from the classrooms, Kindergarten students will

keep their naptime blankets in large plastic bags that are individually marked.  We

ask that these be taken home to be washed on a weekly basis.

ADDITIONAL
MODIFICATIONS
WILL STUDENTS SHARE SCHOOL SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS?
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Students will continue to enjoy the enrichment of art, music, drama, and physical

education classes.  These classes will follow the same social distancing and cleaning

procedures as those of the homeroom classes.  Physical education classes will be

held outdoors as much as possible in order to allow students to exercise without

their masks on.  The teachers will plan the daily curriculum to fit within the

necessary accommodations of this plan.

HOW WILL SPECIAL CLASSES BE MODIFIED?

Field trips play an important role in enhancing and expanding our students’

understanding of important concepts and moments in history.  We are currently

seeking out safe ways to incorporate field trips into our school year, including

virtual field trips and bringing in special speakers or performers.  As the school

year progresses, we will continue to monitor the possibility of off-site field trips,

working closely with the educational coordinators at various museums or other

field trip locations to ensure the health and safety of our students.

WILL COVENANT STUDENTS STILL TAKE FIELD TRIPS?



The daily Logic School schedule will be modified to allow students to remain in

the same room for consecutive class periods, with teachers coming to them. 

In addition to alternating locker assignments, locker and bathroom breaks for each

grade will be staggered to avoid overcrowding in the hallways. 

For example, sixth-grade students may visit their lockers between periods 2 and 3,

while seventh-graders may have this break between periods 3 and 4.  

Students who are not moving classrooms during a particular break will be given

time to stand, stretch, and socialize. Teachers moving between classrooms will be

careful to sanitize their hands before each class.

LOGIC
SCHOOL

HOW WILL THE LOGIC SCHOOL 

SCHEDULE BE MODIFIED?

The daily Logic School schedule will

be modified to allow students to

remain in the same room for

consecutive class periods, with

teachers coming to them.
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Logic School students will maintain their weekly House gatherings, with

modifications made to activities that promote health and safety.  More detailed

House information will be sent to each Logic School family at the start of the

school year.

WILL STUDENTS STILL TAKE PART IN HOUSE ACTIVITIES?

- C A R I T A S -

F O U R  H O U S E S .  O N E  C O M M U N I T Y .

- P R U D E N T I A -

- I N T E G R I T A S - - F O R T I T U D O -



During this unique and challenging season, Covenant continues to seek ways

by which to effectively and graciously serve our students and families in

academic and spiritual growth. 

For this reason, we have developed strategies to ensure dynamic support of

students both in the classroom and out.

Should a student come into contact with COVID-19 and need to quarantine

or receive treatment, those children and families affected will be able to

interact with classroom instruction remotely via Microsoft Teams.

Synchronous core classes, individual teacher meetings, and teacher office

hours will all be made available to these students.

We believe that Covenant’s mission is best fulfilled in the lives of our

students through in-person instruction.  However, we understand that some

families may be facing challenges or health vulnerabilities which prompt

them to desire an online-only option.  For those families, we are offering

the option of electing to enroll in synchronous learning, even if the student

or family members are not required to do so due to illness or exposure.

However, we do want to make clear that this option will be limited and will

not take the same form as that of total online learning.  Due to our limited

number of faculty members, we are unable to provide a full online

experience for homebound students while simultaneously maintaining 

in-person classes. Students who are learning from home will be provided

materials for, be expected to participate in, and be assessed in only the

subjects that we determine to be core classes.  The criteria for what

constitutes core classes may vary slightly depending on grade level, but

math and the language arts will be prioritized.  Students at home will be

given access to the instruction of other classes, but assignment materials and

assessment of progress will not be provided.

R E M O T E  L E A R N I N G
The Flexibility of Synchronous Learning & E-Learning

R E M O T E  L E A R N I N G  O P T I O N S P A G E  2 1
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For students who must remain at home due to illness or exposure, live synchronous

core classes will be provided via Microsoft Teams.  Laptops will be set up in each

classroom so that students will be able to both watch the classes and participate in

real time.

SYNCHRONOUS
LEARNING

WHAT HAPPENS IF MY CHILD IS ILL OR EXPOSED TO COVID-19?

For students who must remain at home due to illness or exposure, live

synchronous core classes will be provided via Microsoft Teams.
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Daily worksheets and materials for the following day in core classes will be made

available each day by 5:00 PM via Teams.  Parents may communicate with the

teacher if they wish to have hard copies made available to pick up at the front

office.  Materials for the following day will be made available by 4:00 PM each day.

HOW WILL MY CHILD RECEIVE THE MATERIALS NEEDED?

IS THERE AN ATTENDANCE POLICY FOR SYNCHRONOUS LEARNING?

Healthy students will be expected to attend core classes daily. These lessons will be

scheduled at consistent times, and teachers will communicate with students and

parents about which lessons are required.  The amount of core classes students are

required to attend each day will be graduated according to grade level.  Additional

lessons are optional, but will be available to students via Teams as well.

Participation in core classes is expected and will be reflected in a portion of the

student’s grades.  These students are also required to attend a weekly video chat

with their teacher.  Optionally, students may utilize teacher office hours to check in

or request help on assignments.  Students who are ill or symptomatic have the

option of attending daily classes, but it is not required.  For these students, only an

individual weekly meeting with the teacher will be required.



All assignments are expected to be completed and turned in at the scheduled time

via Teams. Classroom late assignment policies and test schedules apply to all

asymptomatic students participating remotely. 

Students who are ill or symptomatic will follow the established illness policy, which

allows students one day to make up work for each day of absence (i.e. five days of

absence allows a student to have an additional five days to make up work).

WHAT HAPPENS IF MY CHILD TURNS IN A LATE ASSIGNMENT?
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Students are expected to maintain the same level of respect for the class and

learning process at home that they do in school.  For the purposes of e-learning,

this means that they must attend virtual class dressed appropriately (though

uniforms are not required), seated in a chair, with their video on but microphone

muted unless they are called on.

WHAT ARE THE EXPECTATIONS FOR SYNCHRONOUS LEARNING?

Dress appropriately for the school day.

Have materials and supplies on hand.

Mute and unmute appropriately to participate fully in class.

No food or beverages (with the exception of water) during 

Do your best to be punctual when attending live classes.

Please put away cell phones and other distractions during live

class sessions.

live classes.

R E M O T E  L E A R N I N G  E T I Q U E T T E



Healthy students are required
to attend all live meetings.
Participation is expected and
will be a portion of the
students' grades.
Daily worksheets and materials
will be made available by 5 PM
the evening before through
Teams.
All assignments are expected to
be completed and turned in at
the scheduled time via Teams. 
Students must have a weekly
meeting scheduled with their
teacher.

Follow regular classroom
policy.

Follow regular sick policy;
student has as many days as a
doctor’s note allows to complete
the late work. 
For example: If a student is out
for five days with a fever, he or
she has five days to complete
the work.

SUBJECTS TAUGHT LIVE

LATE WORK

Asymptomatic: 

Symptomatic: 

If we are no longer able to remain in

Phase 4 or Phase 5 of Governor

Pritzker's "Restore Illinois" plan,

Covenant will be required to shift back

to an e-learning platform.

With the use of Microsoft Teams for

Education, faculty have the training to

shift seamlessly to a virtual

environment at a moment's notice.

100% 
E-LEARNING

WHAT HAPPENS IF WE RETURN

TO PHASE 3?

Your child will continue to progress.

R E M O T E  L E A R N I N G  O P T I O N S

ACADEMIC POLICIES

S T A Y  C O N N E C T E D

P A G E  2 4
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Must attend all live classes
Must attend individual scheduled meeting with teacher
Must view recorded lessons
Optional: May utilize teachers’ office hours

Must attend individual scheduled meeting with teacher
Optional: May view recorded lessons
Optional: May utilize teachers’ office hours
Optional: May attend live lessons

Be sure your camera is enabled.
Mute microphone upon entering the classroom.
Clothing must not be revealing or distracting (no pajamas).
Pets and siblings should make minimal appearances.
Sit in a space conducive for learning (i.e. not on a bed).

ASYMPTOMATIC 

SYMPTOMATIC

ETIQUETTE

ATTENDANCE POLICIES

Through the use of Microsoft Teams for Education, our dedicated teachers have

chosen to lean in and use every resource possible to keep our students progressing. 

Teachers are expected to record all live and individual meetings and make them

available to students through Teams.  Our faculty members will continue to

maintain office hours (at least two 30-minute periods per week) during which they

are online and available to the students.  

Teachers are available via email between 7:00 AM and 7:00 PM. Student and parent

questions sent after 4:00 PM will be addressed by the next school day.  All teachers

are encouraged to maintain that boundary to protect their time and families during

intermittent periods of increased remote learning.

WHAT ARE THE EXPECTATIONS FOR TEACHERS DURING E-LEARNING?



In Summary

This plan describes the new normal that will govern the daily operation of the

school as we return to five full days of in-school instruction.  We ask all parents for

their best in complying with every expectation, as well as their understanding as we

are vigilant to ensure these policies.  

All school staff and students must wear face coverings and maintain social

distancing at all times when they are indoors.  Social distancing must be maintained

at all times outdoors.  We recommend parents prepare students to wear masks for

extended periods of time by practicing before school starts.  We will be intentional

to provide our students with frequent outdoor breaks when they can remove face

coverings.  

We ask parents to check their child’s temperature before sending them to school

and NOT to send a child to school with any symptom described in our plan (with

the exception of a documented medical condition).  

Please report to the school if a parent, sibling, or person living in one’s household

tests positive for Covid-19.  Please review the expectations for when a child must

stay home from school and when he/she may return.  We ask all students to wash

their hands before coming to school and to sanitize them again when they arrive at

school.  

Covenant will increase cleaning and disinfection of high-traffic areas throughout

the school day and all school spaces after hours.  Covenant will phase in aspects of

our complete program including co-curricular activities, field trips, morning lauds,

non-essential after school care, and visitors in chapel.   

Parents will drop off students at a new door in the back of the building (Door 3), but

pick up in front of the building as usual (Door 1).  Covenant will modify all aspects

of its program to accommodate the best practices presented in this plan.

We cannot wait to have our students back and to give them the very best of our

life-shaping mission.  Together we will work through the unique challenges of this

time while praying together for complete restoration of our region to normal life.
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Face masks must be worn within the school building by students, staff, faculty,

parents, and visitors.  Masks must have ear loops or be able to be tied (covering

both mouth and nose).

Large outdoor tents will be used to provide ample opportunities for students

and staff to remove masks outdoors while socially distanced.

Take your child's temperature prior to coming to school each day.

Arrive promptly to school each day for additional health screening.

Temperatures will be taken each day upon arrival at school with touchless

thermometers, and students will be asked to wash hands before coming into the

classroom.

Covenant will limit the number of visitors allowed into the school each day.

All visitors must have their temperatures checked upon arrival and must sanitize

hands upon entering the school building.

Please communicate immediately with the school office if your child or family

member has tested positively for COVID-19.  

If a student or staff member experiences symptoms of COVID during the school

day, the student or staff member must isolate and leave the building as soon as

possible.

Any individual presenting COVID symptoms will be required to stay home from

school.

Prior to returning to the classroom after a suspected or confirmed case of

COVID, the student's parent must request permission to return from the front

office one day in advance and follow the detailed flow chart included in this

plan to determine when a child can return to the classroom in person.

Face Coverings

Health Screening

Visitors

Suspected or Confirmed Case of COVID-19
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Cleaning desks, shared tables, door knobs, phones, railings and bathroom

fixtures frequently throughout the day. 

Thoroughly disinfecting those surfacings with EPA-registered disinfectant and

an electrostatic sprayer on a nightly basis.

Promoting good hygiene practices with signage throughout the facility and

intentional teaching, as well as providing additional times for handwashing.

Providing access to hand sanitizer in classrooms, throughout the hallway, and at

facility entrances.

Utilizing automatic water bottle filling stations instead of water fountains in the

school building. 

Providing the classrooms with fresh outside air whenever possible and

purchasing high-quality air purification equipment to place in each classroom.

Co-curricular activities will not begin immediately.

After School Care will be offered immediately, but on a more restricted basis for

those who must use it due to work schedules.

Field trips will be postponed until further notice.

Live chapel service may not begin for several weeks, and we will ask outside

guests including parents NOT to attend until further notice. 

Logic School House activities may be modified at the start to keep students at

each grade level separate.

Parents will not have the opportunity to volunteer in the classroom for the

foreseeable future.

The singing of Morning Lauds will be paused, opting instead to simply listen to

the hymn of the month in the classrooms to begin each day.

Students will not share common classroom materials such as pencils, scissors,

and markers.  We ask that parents label each of their student's supplies (using a

child’s initials is sufficient) in order to accommodate this.

Physical education classes will be held outdoors as much as possible in order to

allow students to exercise without their masks on.

Cleaning, Disinfecting, and Hygiene
We are taking measures to increase the cleaning and disinfecting practices in our facility in

order to promote community health and comfort. These measures include:

Schedule and Program Modifications
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New social distancing procedures will be implemented in all classrooms and

hallways. 

Students will be assigned to alternating coat hooks and lockers to provide

proper spacing.  

All desks and students at tables will be properly and safely distanced. 

For young students and those in classes such as music and drama that utilize the

floor for seating, special floor markings will ensure proper spacing.  

Floor markings will also be used to denote spacing for students lining up or

using the staircases. 

Teachers will establish movement patterns in the classroom that promote social

distancing and will train students in how to maintain this social distance while

moving from one space to another in the building as well.

All Grammar School bathroom and handwashing breaks will be scheduled to

avoid overcrowding in the hallways. 

Students will be trained in proper handwashing techniques and signs will be

posted to remind them to practice good hygiene. 

Logic School students will use the bathrooms individually or in limited

numbers.

Students will eat lunch in the gym because the large space, high ceiling, and

improved air exchange from the HVAC are advantages over the classrooms. 

The number of students at each lunch table will be reduced to no more than

three to accommodate greater social distancing. 

Students will wash hands prior to going to lunch and sanitize hands between

lunch and recess. 

All tables and chairs will be sanitized after each use.

Large tents will be set up that will allow us to go outdoors for breaks and

recesses most days. 

In the event of inclement weather, recess will be held in individual classrooms.

Social Distancing

Bathroom Breaks

Lunch and Recess Breaks
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Covenant will hold two consecutive chapel services, one for students in

Kindergarten through grade 4 (8:15 AM) and a second for students in grades 5-8

(9:05 AM). 

Students will be spaced in socially distanced fashion throughout the sanctuary

for these services. 

For the time being we will refrain from singing together.

Grammar School students will discontinue the practice of gathering weekly to

practice their songs and recitations together, instead staying in their classrooms

for this practice. 

Logic School students will maintain their weekly House gatherings, with

modifications made to activities that promote health and safety.

School-wide events are postponed until further notice.

Arrival time will continue to be 7:50-8:10 AM for all students. 

Students will now be dropped off at Door 3 (near the music room on the east

side of the building). 

Doors will be propped open, and administration will be present to conduct

immediate temperature checks for all arriving students. 

Walking Club will not be available at this time. 

Students will go directly to their classrooms, where teachers will supervise and

allow time for socialization before the school day begins.

The student dismissal schedule will be slightly staggered this year to

accommodate greater social distancing.

All students will continue to be picked up from Door 1 (at the circle drive),

however the schedule for this dismissal is now as follows: 

Please pick up students promptly during these time periods to allow for greatest

efficiency.  Parents waiting to pick up a second child may park in the lot until

the designated time.

Chapel and Large-Group Gatherings

Arrival and Dismissal

3:00: Grades K-2

3:10: Grades 3-5

3:20: Grades 6-8
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Students will remain in the same room for consecutive class periods, with

teachers coming to them. 

In addition to alternating locker assignments, locker and bathroom breaks for

each grade will be staggered to avoid overcrowding in the hallways.

Students who are not moving classrooms during a particular break will be given

time to stand, stretch, and socialize. 

Teachers moving between classrooms will be careful to sanitize their hands

before each class.

Should a student come into contact with COVID-19 and need to quarantine or

receive treatment, those children and families affected will be able to interact

with classroom instruction remotely via Microsoft Teams. 

Core synchronous classes, individual teacher meetings, and teacher office hours

will all be made available to these students.

For those families facing challenges or health vulnerabilities which prompt

them to desire an online-only option, they may elect to enroll in synchronous

learning, even if the student or family members are not required to do so due to

illness or exposure.  However, we do want to make clear that this option will be

limited to core classes and will not take the same form as that of total online

learning.

If we are no longer able to remain in Phase 4 or Phase 5 of Governor Pritzker's

"Restore Illinois" plan, Covenant will be required to shift back to an e-learning

platform.  

With the use of Microsoft Teams for Education, faculty have the training to shift

seamlessly to a virtual environment at a moment's notice.

Please continue to monitor your email inboxes and our website for any updates

and modifications to the plan.

Logic School Modifications

Synchronous Learning

100% Online E-Learning
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Additional Questions?

Thank you for taking the time to learn about our efforts to prepare for a joy-filled

return to the classrooms and for your support in the year ahead. Your concerns and

suggestions are important to us.  If you have any additional questions, please feel

free to contact Dr. Stoner or Miss Eekhoff.

We'd like to extend a special thank you to our Student Health, Safety, and Security

Task Force for the months of research and work done to contribute to the ongoing

development of our COVID-19 response plan.  

We are grateful for our responsive and supportive community during this time. 

Please continue to be in prayer for our world, our nation, our local communities,

and our school community.

Tom Stoner, Ed.D.

Head of School

Lisa Eekhoff

Principal

Approved by the Covenant Board of Trustees
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*As of July 30, 2020.  Covenant Classical School's reopening plan will be updated

consistently and approved by the Board of Trustees as new recommendations and

guidelines are presented from local authorities and public health officials.  Please

continue to monitor our website and your email inbox for any updates to the plan.
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